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Take Back the Night march a
success.
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Falcon soccer romps over MSU
Spartans 3-0.
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Alleged serial rapist Eric Pearson's
prior convictions overturned on a
"technicality."
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Community COPS
to hit the streets

COLUMBUS - The Ohio
Supreme Court has ruled
that a Lorain County judge
was wrong to throw out a
defamation and libel lawsuit against a newspaper.
The dispute started when
Common Pleas Judge
Lynett McGough cited
Cleveland lawyer James C.
Young for contempt of
court in July 1992. The
(Lorain) Morning Journal
reported that " Amhcrst attorney James Young is facing a contempt of court citation."
An attorney named James
H. Young then sued the
paper and its parent, the
Journal Register Co., alleging that the story bad hurt
his law practice.
The case was dismissed in
common pleas court, but a
Lorain County appeals
court overturned the decision on the grounds that
the story was not a substantially accurate report of the
court record.
The Supreme Court on
Wednesday sent the case
back to the common pleas
court.
"Clearly, I'm disappointed in the verdict," said John
Cole, the newspaper's editor.
"At this point we intend to
go back to trial."
Justice Paul Pfeifer, writing for the majority, said a
summary judgment for
dismissal should be granted
only when "reasonable
minds could come to but one
conclusion, based on the
evidence."
Pfeifer said a combination of the omission in the
article of the lawyer's
middle initial and the incorrect town raised questions
about whether reasonable
minds could come to but one
conclusion.

Voinovich forks out
$1500 for aviating
error
COLUMBUS-Gov.
George Voinovich has paid
the Federal Aviation Administration a $1,500 fine
for violating a no-fly order
during a visit by President
Clinton, the governor's office has announced.
The FAA fined Voinovich
after he told the pilot of his
plane to leave the Ohio State
University airport while the
order was in effect last Oct.
20, Volnovich's office said
Wednesday.
Voinovich appealed the
fine to federal Transportation Secretary Federlco
Pena in May, but Pena said
he would not interfere with
FAA matters.
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WASHINGTON-Ohio
communities are in line for
nearly $700,000 In the latest
round ofpolice-on-thestreets funding.
The Justice Department
on Wednesday announced
more grants under Its
Community Oriented Policing Services program. The
money is intended to help
police departments move
uniformed officers to street
jobs, either by buying
needed equipment or hiring
civilians for desk jobs.
The department said the
latest grants for Ohio were
for equipment purchases.
Akron will receive $451,688,
Toledo will get $198,923 and
Columbus will get $43,499.

Sports

Jay Young
The BC News

The BGNmU« Boyle
Bowling Green Police Patrolman Ken Fortncy points to the location of the Sept 1993 attack Eric Pearson was convicted of Wednesday. Fortney was assigned to the detective bureau at the time.

Rapist Pearson sentenced
Abductor of former student will serve 7 years
Joe Boyle
The BC News
Alleged serial rapist Eric Pearson will spend at least seven
years In state prison for the 1993
abduction of a University graduate.
A jury of seven women and
five men found Pearson guilty in
just over one hour, and Wood
County Common Pleas Court
Judge Gale Williamson sentenced him within 20 minutes of
the verdict.
Williamson issued instructions
to the jury at 4:46 p.m., and they
announced to Bailiff Linda
Myers they had reached a verdict at 5:56 p.m.
The foreman of the jury, who
wished to remain anonymous,
said the jury "got along well,"
and reached the verdict quite
easily by a vote.
The trial, which was scheduled
to continue through Friday, was
cut short as the prosecution
called only three witnesses, and
the defense presented no evi-

dence or witnesses.
The first witness called in the
morning session was the abduction victim, a former University
student now living out-of-state.
Admitting she was "drunk" the
night of the attack, the victim
testified she immediately
sobered up after she was attacked.
The victim said Pearson physically picked her up in the 400
block of Clough Street, and
dragged her behind the house,
where he threw her to the
ground, kneeled on her legs,
claimed he had a gun and said
"I'm not usually like this, I just
need someone to love."
The victim said these circumstances led her to believe she had
one of two options.
"I thought he was either going
to rape me or kill me," she said.
Believing the best way to stay
alive was to be nice to her attacker and lead him on, the victim told Pearson they should go
somewhere besides the backyard
of the house.

"I told him I liked him and we
could have a relationship," she
said.
The victim then led Pearson to
the house of some friends - four
bouncers from Uptown/Downtown bar on Main
Street.
The attacker then stopped
about 10 times during their trip
from Clough Street to Fourth
Street to kiss the victim. She testified that she kissed back to remain safe.
Pearson repeatedly asked the
victim if she was drunk.
"He asked me a ton of times if I
were drunk [sic)," she said.
"That's clearly what he wanted
me to say."
Pearson broke contact with the
victim in the parking lot of her
friends' apartment. Within
minutes, she and the friends began combing the neighborhood
for any sign of her attacker.
The next morning, Bowling
Green Police Detective Ken

A former University employee
had her first day in court
Wednesday as part of her $9 million dollar civil suit against the
institution.
In an Immunity hearing, Bernadette Noe testified in Ohio
Court of Claims that as director
of planned giving she was sexually harassed by her former boss,
Phil Mason. In her lawsuit, Noe
claimes former President Paul
Olscamp, University Attorney
Nancy Footer and Affirmative
Action Director Marshall Rose
conspired to reject her allegations.
Questioned by prosecuting attorney Nancy Miller and defense
attorney Jim Dyer, Noe told how
she was hired and then forced to
leave the University.
After applying and not being
selected as the director of development in 1992, Noe said she
made a goal to get a job at the
University. Noe was later contacted by Mason about an opportunity as director of planned giving.
Noe, whose husband resigned
from the Board of Trustees when
the governor appointed him to
the Board of Regents in Sept. 95,
described Mason and herself as
"business friends" at the start of
her employment. Noe testified
that in her first year she introduced him to his current wife,
after Mason stated he was divorced. She said she felt Mason was
happy to have her there.
When asked by Miller about
Mason's office conduct, Noe said
he often used "explicitly sexual
terms."
"Phil's a very extroverted person. He's very friendly," Noe testified. "He had a habit of telling
bad jokes."

Judge Fred Shoemaker cut into
the testimony, reminding those
involved that his judgement
would be on immunity ~ not
Mason.
"Mr. Mason's not here to defend himself. People have certain
rights, and one of those rights is
to defend themselves," Shoemaker said. "I dont know if they
have jokes together. I dont know
if they go out together. I don't
care. We're not going to sit here
and talk about Phil Mason when
you haven't chosen to file a lawsuit against him."
Nevertheless, Mason continued to be the focus of Noe's testimony. After stating she had
spoken to Development Director
Ken Frtsch and then-Director of
Personnel John Moore about
Mason's behavior in the fall of
1994, Noe said she was forced to
cancel some meetings and events
to avoid being alone with Mason.
Later in the fall, Noe said
Mason became angry at her because of a memorandum she sent
to Athletic Director Ron Zwlerlein. She said the letter concerned funding for the weight
training room. She testified that
Frisch later told her Mason was
upset about the memo.
She said she was approached
about the letter by Zwierlein at a
home football game.
"He came over and said, 'I just
want you to know Phil's after
your ass,' " Noe testified. "Ron
said 'I wasn't upset about it Phil
called me Friday afternoon to try
and get me upset about the
memo.'"
Noe said she submitted a letter
of resignation Feb. 7, 1996. She
said she called Trustee Valerie
Newell, who Noe said had become a business friend of hers,
about a week after resigning.
See NOE. page three.

See PEARSON, page four.

Gore, Kemp offer views
Half of those polled rate VP debate victor
John King
The Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - Vice
President Al Gore and Jack
Kemp differed politely but
pointedly over abortion and affirmative action Wednesday
night In an energetic debate that
offered sharply contrasting
views of President Clinton's tenure In the White House.
Neither abortion nor affirmative action had come up In Sunday night's debate between Clinton and GOP nominee Bob Dole,
but both issues generated spirited exchanges between the
campaign understudies.
Affirmative action is another
such issue, and Gore moved
quickly to put Kemp on the defensive on that point
The vice president noted, that
Kemp had criticized a California
ballot initiative rolling back affirmative action programs but
later fell In line with Dole's support for it after joining the GOP
ticket. Gore said he wished Kemp
had convinced Dole to change his
position instead.
"With all due respect, I do not
believe Abraham Lincoln would
have adopted Bob Dole's position
to end all affirmative action,"
Gore said.

Kemp and Gore faced off in St.
Petersburg's bayfront Mahaffey
Theater. Reform Party vice
presidential nominee Pat Choate
was excluded, on grounds he and
Ross Perot did not have a realistic chance to win the election.
The debate was carrjed by
three major broadcast networks.
But there was competition on
Fox, which carried the first game
of the National League Championship series.
In a quick poll conducted by
ABC, 50 percent said Gore won
the showdown, 27 percent viewed
Kemp as the winner and 21 percent called it a draw.
"This economy is overtaxed,
over-regulated," Kemp said in
making the case for Dole's plan
to cut taxes 15 percent across the
board. Kemp said the economy
was growing a feeble 2.5 percent
a year under Clinton. "Bob Dole
and I believe we can do a lot better."
Gore, In turn, said repeatedly
that Dole and Kemp were offering a "risky $550 billion tax
scheme" that would "blow a hole
In the deficit and cause much
deeper cuts in Medicare, Medicald, education and the environment"
Gore promoted Clinton's plan
for targeted tax cuts to help low-

and middle-class families pay for
college.
Kemp countered that government should not engage In "social
engineering" by picking winners
and losers through its tax policy.
In any event, Kemp said it was
"four years too late," for Clinton
to be promising middle-class tax
cuts.
Kemp fudged when asked if he
agreed with Dole's call for a
repeal of the family leave law. "I
wouldn't have voted for it; it Is in
place," Kemp said. The law is
popular with working women, a
critical constituency, and Gore
sensed an opening. "It shouldn't
be repealed It ought to be extended," the vice president said.
Much of the debate was spent
on nitty-gritty policy differences, but Kemp and Gore also
took time to offer their views on
race relations and what each
agreed was a worrisome decline
in civility throughout society.
Gore, for example, said Baltimore Oriole Roberto Alomar
should have been "severely disciplined, suspended perhaps" for
spitting at an umpire. Alomar has
been allowed to play In the
playoffs.

APPkM*

A police car, right, passes by a "traffic Jam" sculpture la Duesseldorf, Germany Wednesday. The Jam Is a sculpture created
by German sculptor H.A. Schutt.
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P Being godless just ain't fun
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The chemical killing fields — we*re almost there!
Today, we have the toxic drugs to kill babies. Tomorrow, will we be using combinations of drugs to "legally" kill our elderly or those with illnesses that would
economically tax the public?
Bill Clinton has used every tool In his arsenal to
move the RU486 abortion pill forward. Now, another
drug is being used — Methotrexate. This abortion is
chemical, but just as messy.
Dr. J.C. Willke, M.D., stated in his study: "They're
both dangerous to the mother. In Iowa, one mother
nearly died in a clinical trial of RU486."
A doctor in Iowa reported to the press that one
woman was "near death due to the loss of half of (her)
blood volume, surgery and a transfusion of four units
of blood." Consider that this life-threatening situation happened in a tightly controlled clinical trial.
The "chemotherapy" drug, methotrexate is a powerful, toxic drug used to fight cancer and is used with
a second powerful drug misoprostol. to expel the dead
baby.
Physicials routinely refer to the "Physicians' Desk
Reference" to provide specific information on drugs
used today. Here's what it says about methotrexate:
"Methotrexate should be used only by physicians
whose knowledge and experience includes the use of
antimetabolite [cancerl therapy.
"Because of the possibility of serious toxic reactions, the patient should be informed by the physician of the risks involved and should be under a
physician's constant supervision. Deaths have been
reported with the use of methotrexate."
This is hardly the medical protocol followed by
the average abortionist who sees the patient for the
first time Just moments before her abortion. And, he
rarely sees the woman after the abortion.
Another question — are doctors covered by malpractice insurance if there are complications from
using drugs for "off label" purposes?

Questions...
Ever get reflective and almost Immediately get bummed
out? Ever think about an aspect of yourself that Is crucial
to your very being and realize
what a drag It Is? Ever wish you
could change something about
yourself, even though the
something In question Is unchangeable? 1 hope not. because I don't wish for anyone
to feel like I felt this past week
when I was thinking about ...
(deep Inhalation) my atheism.
That's right. You read It
here first. Matt Pierce does not
believe In gods. Whoop-de-do!
I came to that unpopular realization back In high school.
Since then. I have shied away
from readings on religion (for
fear that, like a spiritual hypochondriac. I'll read something
and be like. "Ooh! That's for
me!"), and my atheism has solidified. But my beliefs, which
once Instilled me with a holierthan-thou attitude, recently
have filled me with consternation, as IVe come to realize what
I'm giving up by being one of
the godless ones.
For instance, something
that's always filled me with envious feelings Is the sight of a

Pierce
worshipper In the throes of a
"religious experience"—a true
believer being enveloped by
sheer exhilaration and exaltation, the entire body being
washed over with unbounded
Joy. I've experienced profound
love for others and aesthetic
pleasures that have left softball-sized lumps in my throat
and made me shout out my love
of life, but I've never come close
to "falling out" like you see at
old-fashioned jump-and-shout
services. I can't.
I'm also unable to pray,
one of the most fundamental
and Important facets of any religion. To generalize, atheists
are deep thinkers who are so
far Inside their and everyone
else's heads that they go bonkers fortnightly. It's tough to
communicate with any human
In that state, so it follows that
atheists are desperately In need
of prayer. But they can't.
Most depressing to me is

atheism's lack of hope. "So you
think when you die, your body
Just rots?" people ask me. Yup.
Thtt ain't fun.
Additionally, atheism
helps make me hypercritical: I
believe we as individuals only
have one shot at existence, so
when I see someone living a
less-than-rlghteous life, I get up
In arms. I pick out little faults
In people, systems, everything,
like It's my Job. Hopelessness
leads to bitterness.
Unfortunately, some folks
still place atheist on the same
dangerous miscreant level as
Satan worshippers. Now. I've
never scariflced a goat. I'm simply a guy who cannot fathom
an omniscient, omnipresent
deity who created the universe
from scratch and is in an eternal scrap with one of her former
employees. No way. Like a lot
of atheists, after investing so
much trust into science and the
temporal world. I can't go back
and say I believe In spirits. I'm
too far gone.
Too far gone" Is the way
many theologians see the
planet, which undeniably
grows less spiritual by the year.
Once Friedrich Nietzsche conceptualized "God Is dead" and

got people to agree with him.
It's been all downhill for the
Lord's popularity, much as was
the case for Guns n' Roses after Nirvana broke. People found
God and Axl obsolete.
How, then. Is the world
affected by such a drastic decline In faith? Is the world full
of greedy people, atheist and
otherwise, who have let the desire to do for self NOW blind
them to nobler concepts like
humility and charity? Or are
we finally opening our eyes in
order to concentrate on things
we have control over, avoiding
getting caught In petty Jihads
and squabbles over whose god
can beat up whose?
Since atheists don't gather
on Sundays to show their group
unity and give thanks and
praise (To what? Luck?), these
are questions I'll have to keep
to myself, along with an ongoing inner turmoil: by giving gifts
to family and friends on December 25th. am I selling out the
atheists, or merely acknowledging that Jesus really was a
pretty cool (African) guy?
Matt does not wish to be
converted, but other pertinent emall
Is
welcome
at
mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Peer pressure alive and well
Hullo everybody, wake up.
It's past noon. How you all doing? Enjoying school? No? Well,
learn to love It. we're all gonna
need It. Aside from academics,
how's the social stuff going? I
mean the parties—getting
loaded, laughing, puking, passing out (and for a handful, some
good old-fashioned fun In bed),
that kind of fun. For others. It
means drugs, getting high and
swaying to Pink Floyd's "Wish
You Were Here." Definitely getting your share of fun. you say?
You notice anything weird
about that? Let me elaborate.
In all the parties we've seen
here In Bowling Green. hav£
any of them been without alcohol of any kind? No. of course
not. Ever think about why? A
ha ... there's the million dollar
question. In retrospect of my
21st birthday (which wasn't too
long ago). I thought I'd think a
little about that.
What's with this predilection that we have for alcohol?
Are we fulfilling some kind of
prophecy here? Just about every party I've been to. there's
the stench of beer and sometimes the telltale wisp of marijuana.
This Is the "Animal House"
Image that's seen in so many
Hollywood college flicks. The
big question Is again, why do
we do this stuff? Before you
throw away the paper and dismiss my inquiry as the stupidest question of all time, hear me
out.

King
The most common answers I hear from others and
myself Is that It relaxes us. The
beer helps us not be so shy and
become more talkative. In other
words. It makes us more bold
and do things we often have
difficulty doing sober (that includes embarasslng and regretful things as well).
Drugs, on the other hand,
are stricly for the buzz. Some
might even develop bizarre
Ideas from using them. Personally. I don't know. I've never
done much In that department
and don't really plan to either.
Smoking draws many reasons. It relaxes. It excites. It
buzzes, and It's even cool. I
can't say much about smoking
or drugs, but when It comes to
drinking. I've come to an excepuonal epiphany.
First of all. I came to this
reason from one night of partying. Don't get me wrong, however, because I did not have a
single drop of alcohol. I was
fully sober and alert for the
entire night. It's been some time
since I did that. And from doing that I've gained a whole new
and unique perspecltlve on partying.
I learned that the one

thing that causes us to
induolge In drunken jollity Is In
the form of two words: peer
pressure. I know, I know, this
sounds like old news, and It
probably Is, but I'm telling you.
it's peer pressure. I mean, if I
Just learned this now, there's
no telling how many In college
haven't learned It yet!
During that night, I was
surrounded by everyone's favorite fizzing, intoxicating
(love?) potion.
As the night moved along,
not drinking proved to be a
vaunted challenge. As if It was
not enough to see and smell
booze all around me. I had
plenty of people thrust a cup of
freshly poured beer Into my
face. I pushed them away, of
course, with reluctance. The
devil and angel both sat on my
shoulders heavily that night.
The angel prevailed for once.
It then dawned on me that
the reason why I drink Is because everyone else Is doing It.
Unconsciously. I think something like "Everyone's doing It,
I better do It too. otherwise I'd
look like an ass and become an
outcast." Boom. I grab a can of
beer. Boom. I fit right in with
the crowd, or rather. I feel like I
fit In.
Now, correct me If I'm
wrong, but It seems like anytime anyone Is throwing a
party, they obligated to serve
beer. Here In Bowling Green,
that's an automatic.
"Hey. there's a party on

Plke."
"How many kegs?"
Of course, the reason for
this Is obvious, no beer, no
people. More peer pressure
right there, we're expected to
have alcohol, serve It. and drink
It. I guess maybe we are fulfilling some kind of prophecy. I
lust hope It's not a prophecy
made up by ourselves (it probably Is).
I don't know about you,
but no matter what we say
about drinking, many of us do
It because others do It. If there's
fun coming from all that. I
guess It can't be of any harm,
right? Wrong.
I don't need to repeat all
the lectures that your folks
have already told you a dozen
times over. I'm just saying don't
forget what they told you.
Watch yourselves and go easy
on the booze, drugs, and rock
and roll. Generation X could be
In one hell of a freaking hangover if this gets out of hand.
A wise woman once gave
me a piece of paper with the
most damning warning about
the dangers of drinking and
other substances. This came
from the pastor at a church.
Remember It.
"Sin always take you further than you planned to go;
Keeps you longer than you
planned to stay: Costs you
more than you ever wanted to
pay."
Gabe King is a guest columnist for The News.
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Representatives Women march to 'take back night'
for Issue 1 visit
Krlsten Stadum
The BC News

Brandon Wray
The BC News
The SWAT Team for the Truth on Issue One made an appearance at the University yesterday.
The Vote Yes on Issue One bus from Lorain County was in
Northwest Ohio to gain support for the issue to legalize riverboat gambling in four counties in Ohio.
Mayor Joe Koziura led the contingent of Lorain government
officials and business leaders. Koziura said that the riverboat
gambling is a clear economic development issue.
"Riverboat gambling will mean an additional $186 million for
the schools," Koziura said."It will also create a lot of off-shoot
revenue for the areas around the casino sites with new restaurants, hotels, and shops."
"There will also be an additional 21,000 jobs created by the casinos," Koziura.
Law enforcement agencies have raised the issue that casinos
greatly increase the crime in the communities around them.
Figures produced by the anti-casino movement have shown that
crime increases by 35 percent to 45 percent.
Those figures are not accurate according to Kate Hubben,
press secretary for Vote Yes on Issue One.
"It has actually been found that crime stays the same or goes
down slightly because there are new Jobs available for people
who were unemployed and there Is opportunity and prosperity
where there was stagnation," Hubben said.
The AFL-CIO has endorsed Issue One because It will bring a
lot of construction Jobs to the area to build the casinos and also
there will be many jobs in the future for maintenance and upkeep according to Ken Shawver, Vice President of AFL-CIO for
Lorain County.
Ohioans spend $1.3 billion on gambling in other states, even as
close to us as the casinos in Indiana and Illinios. Koziura said Issue One supporters believe that about 70 percent of that money
will remain in Ohio if riverboat gambling passes.

Voices ring out long before the
group appears. "What do we
want? Safety! When do we Want
it? Now!"
The chants grow louder as the
first women head toward
Saddlemlre Student Services
Building, and slowly a crowd of
more than 200 women emerges
from between the library and the
Fine Arts Center.
A mother pushes a double
stroller with her 6-month-old and
2-year-old daughters Inside as an
overgrown pup stands guard.
The group climbs the steps to the
patio, and women plop down on
the cold ground as a few men Join
the crowd. The chants changes.
"Women unite! Take back the
night!"
Those simple words explain
the entire purpose for the march.
Women joined together Tuesday
to "Take Back the Night." An annual event, the march helps
women to symbolically reclaim
their right to walk safely on the
streets at night, according to
sponsors Womyn for Womyn and
the Panhellenic Council.
"Take Back the Night is a symbolic march. It's a reclamation of
the streets at night," said Renee
Cavallerio, co-coordinator of
Womyn for Womyn. 'Together
we can do things."
Women joined together at the

Wood County Courthouse to not enough and the issue of
listen to speakers before march- safety, both on and around caming through town and onto cam- pus, concerns students.
'It should be safe anyhow. You
pus. The march ended at
Saddlemlre with a rally featuring shouldn't have to think 'I
various speakers and musicians.
shouldn't walk over there because it's dark,' but you do," CaThe program included original vallerio said.
The campus police state that
songs by the performers as well
as personal accounts. One of the crime prevention is a matter of
speakers told of losing her own personal responsibility. Stuvirginity on her first night at col- dents' role Is to take responsibililege. She said that although she ty for their own safety and secudrank too much alcohol, she felt rity by making safety-conscious
strong, in control and safe. After decisions.
a year, she feels comfortable
enough to talk about it. She says
"I think it's definitely Imporit might not have been rape, but tant. I can't even walk alone at
she feels it was wrong.
night, without somebody with
me," said Sarah Stippich, coBarbara Hoffman, from the coordinator of Womyn for WoCoalition Against Sexual myn. "I don't think that people
Offenses, said that she often sees take it seriously enough."
Stipplch's concerns included a
college women who do not know
what happened. Like the speaker, lack of adequate lighting on
they have lost track of the events campus and a scarcity of emerof the night before.
gency phones.
"What I've heard tonight is not
"On the campus, there's hardly
from a victim, it's from a surviany street lights. They're always
vor," Hoffman said.
One out of every three women blowing out, and they dont rewill be raped in her lifetime, and place them, so it's really dark at
one out of every three women night. And also there's like two
will be victims of domestic vio- emergency phones, one at each
lence, according to Womyn for end of campus, which is not helpWomyn. They claim that in the ful at all," she said.
There are currently 17 blue
United States, rape occurs every
eight minutes and 47 percent of emergency phones located on
these rapes will occur in the vic- campus with three more to be Installed by the end of the 1996 caltims' or the rapists' homes.
For now, though, saying "no" is endar year, according to the

campus police. Emergency
phones ring directly into the
campus police station.
Another speaker at the rally
focused on avoiding such trouble,
as she gave advice on avoiding
the role of the victim. The representative of the United Karate
System, told both women and
men basic guidelines to follow.
"If you present yourself as a
victim, your chances go way up.
If you walk with your head up, if
you look people In the face, that's
your biggest deterrent right
there to any sort of violent
crime," she said. "If a person
thinks you can Identify them
later, they're not going to touch
you.

"Keeping your hands in your
pockets and all scrunched down,
it's easier for people to grab you
that way. Keep your keys out in
your hand. Don't go fumbling
through your pockets and your
purse in the middle of a parking
lot."
The black belt in karate also
warned against ID holders and
key chains. She said that anyone
who steals or finds such items
not only know where the owner
lives, but he or she would have
the keys. The speaker advised
the assembled group to take what
they have learned home with
them, and Beth Tretinik, Womyn
for Womyn co-coordinator, said
she agreed.

NOE
Continued from page one.

Noe said she discussed her
reasons for resigning with
Newell, though she didn't expect
the trustee to take any action.
Shortly after, Noe was contact
by Rose. Noe told the court that
Rose said he would have to conduct an investigation.
Rose met with Noe Feb. IS.
There, Noe said she was asked if
there was anything that could be

done to help her stay. Noe testified she told Rose she would like
to return as long as she didn't report to Mason and could have a
30 day paid vacation to "cool
off." Noe told Rose she wanted a
transfer to the athletic department.
Noe testified she was approached by Newell at a home Falcon
basketball game Feb. 18. She said
Newell discussed what she had
heard Olscamp say on the matter.

"She said that Paul was very
angry," Noe testified. "That I
was ruining Phil's life and I
would get a transfer over his
dead body."
Noe said she was scared by the
president's words.
"I felt threatened," Noe said. "I
understood the close relationship
between Paul and Phil, but I
never thought he would lash out
like that."
Noe said she decided to leave

In his cross examination. Dyer
for good after then-Trustee Tom
Noe received a call at home from questioned Noe about her rethen-Trustee President C. Ellen lationship with Tom. Noe said
Connally. With her husband on they felt there was no conflict of
the phone, Noe said he could hear interest.
The hearing will continue
Connally say, "Get her the hell
off campus. Just get her the hell tomorrow with Dyer concluding
his cross examination of Noe.
off campus."
"I felt having heard the threats The prosecution Is expected to
from Dr. Olscamp and Ellen call Tom Noe to testify tomorrow
Connally having said 'Get the hell morning. The hearing will conoff campus.' I had no choice but clude next week with Lester
Barber, executive assistant to
to leave."

the president, Rose, Olscamp and
Footer expected to testify.
The hearing is to determine
whether Noe's lawsuit is against
the individuals as citizens or in
their capacity as state employees.
Common Pleas Court Judge
Charles Kurfess will decide Friday If Rose and Olscamp broke
Ohio's open records laws when
they discarded a document prepared by Rose.
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A Mini Pitcher
Band Starts at 10PM

Delta Tau Delta
Proudly Announces
the Beta Sigma Pledge Class
Erik Garlitz
Kevin Sherman
Brian Calmer
Lawrence McMillan
Jay O'Malley
Chris Scarcella
Brock Massullo
Kris Rabatin

Craig Vinciguerra
Ryan Porter
Dan Ross
Duncan Rapp
JeffTillar
Mike Reppa
Jason King
Chris Davis

m&iOMP

Congratulations
Crista Daniel

Bai '...a surefire crowd-plooser
*^ »t
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$2 discount to students
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House Sweetheart 96-97

Ctlll 474-1333 or visit Id. SrronoAon
TrwohH hclrtf office or TicWfmosrtr.
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Pi Beta Phi Welcomes it's
Wonderful Pledges!
Fall 1996
Kerry Lini
Karen Gernhard
Tara Kauscher
Julie Cover
Kerl Laudermilk
Stephanie Palovlch
Christie Rlnto
Lisa Charles

Karl Gfell
Kara Killian
Amy Gulda
Katie Barnett
Stacey Rose
Erika Oslund
Patricia Grady
Kelly Tichy
Leah Juliano
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* Pep Rally between Student Services
parking lot and Olscamp:
8:00p.m. King & Queen
Court announced.
* Homecoming Merchandise Sales,
Union Foyer:
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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Rape verdicts reversed

Talking Trash

Evidence obtained illegally with faulty court order
other victims to establish a pattern of conduct.
Pearson's defense attorney,
Stanley Needles, said the court
Issued the right decision.

Joe Boyle
The BC News

A legal technicality has overturned Eric Pearson's two rape
convictions in Seneca County.
Pearson, 43, was convicted in
both trials largely on the basis of
DNA evidence, in which FBI
scientists compared a sample of
Pearson's blood with semen
stains found in his victims' clothing.
The Third District Court of
Appeals said, in a decision
reached last Friday, that a
sample of Pearson's blood was illegally obtained by Seneca
County Investigators, due to a
faulty court order.
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry said although the convictions were
overturned. Pearson will not be
out and about any time soon.
"He's been held on [the Wood
County rape] for now, and with
today's conviction he will continue to be held," Mayberry said.
According to Mayberry, Pearson will likely be retried in both
Seneca County cases, and blood
from a second - and legal - draw
will used to provide a known
sample of Pearson's DNA.

Mayberry said the Wood
County case may not be overturned because the second blood
draw was already done by the
time Pearson came to trial here.
Under these circumstaccs, he
said, the conviction may stand as
an inevitable discovery.
Although both verdicts have
been reversed, a seperate opinion of the Court of Appeals benefitted the prosecution's argument, Mayberry said.
"Third District said the other
acts the judge down there turned
down should have been let in," he
said.
"The other acts' " evidence includes testimony from Pearson's

"It was a terrible, terrible
thing," Needles said. "It's the
government taking body parts or
blood without probable cause, affidavits, nothing. No hearing,
nothing," Needles said.
The reversal affected the
prosecution of Pearson's latest
trial, which eneded yesterday in
Wood County Common Pleas
Court with a guilty verdict.
"The trial could have gone
three or four days," Mayberry
said. "When we got word on the
Seneca County reversal, we decided to try the case without the
other acts' evidence."
Pearson was charged with two
rapes in Tiffin, Ohio, about 45
miles southeast of Bowling
Green. Both of the rapes had features similar to the rape here, including Pearson's repeated apologies to his victims, and calling
himself an "asshole" for what he
had done.

PEARSON
Continued from page one.

Fortney helped the victim assemble a composite picture of
her attacker, to which she testified she was "about 70 percent"
accurate.

APPfc«*

Three City of Toledo sanitation workers swear an oath behind their garbage truck Wednesday. The
workers are required to take an oath dne to a city charter provision.

University Computer Services Fall Seminars
The following University Computer Services Seminars will be offered this fall. These tree seminars are open
to anyone at BGSU. Please bring a blank 3.5" disk to the semlnar(s). You must call 372-2911 to register for
the seminars. A complete seminar list can be found on the WWW at:
http7Awww.bg suedu/departmentsAjcs/seminars
Newswatcher and Fetch (Mac). This seminar covers the Internet applications Newswatcher (reading
Internet news) and Fetch (transferring files on the Internet), prior experience with the Macintosh is
recommended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).

Monday. October 14th from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Tuesday. October 15th from 10:00 a.m. ■ noon in 126 Hayes Hall
Eudora (Mac). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mall (e-mail) using Eudora, including reading,
sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Macintosh is recommended. Attendees must
have a BGNet account (created at leasl 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Monday, October 21st from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. in 126 In Hayes Hall
Wednesday. October 23rd from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
PC Eudora (IBM). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mall (e-mail) using PC Eudora. Including
reading, sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Windows concepts is recommended.
Attendees must have a BGNet account (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 22nd from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp Hall
Wednesday, October 23rd from noon - 2:00 p.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Advanced Microsoft Word (Mac). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word is recommended.
Friday, October 25th from noon - 2:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Monday, October 28th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
VN and FTP for Windows (IBM). This seminar covers the Internet applications VN (reading Internet
news) and FTP (transferring file on the Internet). Prior experience with the Windows Operating Systems Is
recomended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 29th from 10:00 a.m. - noon in 207 Olscamp
Thursday, October 31 st from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp

Fortney explained to the jury
how a composite photograph may
not look like the person who has
been described since a description is different from an identification.
The victim identified Pearson
as her attacker Jan. 26 of this
year when Fortney compiled a
photo array, a collection of six
pictures from which a crime victim can identify their attacker.
The victim said it didn't take
her long to finger who attacked
her.
"I looked at the pictures for
about 10 seconds and pointed him
out," she said. "Detective Fortney said he thought I'd pick that
Testimony wrapped up at 200
p.m., with the real fire of the
afternoon yet to come during the
defense and prosecution's closing arguments.
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry spoke to
jurors about how Pearson's attack on the victim rendered her
sober.
"The fact that she led him to a
house where several bouncers
\<2

\<2

Ail

\<2

\1!

live shows she had her wits about
her and corroborates that she became sober," he said.
During the course of the day,
defense attorney Stanley Needles repeatedly tried to poke
holes In the accuracy of the composite photograph made by
police with the help of the victim.
In his closing argument,
Mayberry gave the jury a little
exercise to perform while deliberating.
"Take out 12 pieces of paper,
without talking about it, and describe Detective Fortney. Describe his age, height, weight,
what his shoes looked like, the
color of his pants. Compare the
descriptions, and you'll probably
have 12 different people. If he
walked in right now, though, you
could Identify him. That's the
difference between description
and identification," Mayberry
said.

"Why she has told this story, I
don't know. The timeframe is
just not sensible. Of course, she
wasn't sensible at that time. She
indicated she was drunk," Needles said.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Gary Bishop handled the rebuttle, and refuted Needles'
claim of drunkeness on the part
of the victim.
"If a man comes out of the dark
wearing a bandana over his face,
throws you to the ground and
gets on top of you, don't you think
you that might sober you up a
little bit?" he inquired of the
Jury.
Bishop also commended the
victim on leading Pearson back
to the bouncers' apartment.
"Is her plan something of
someone in a drunken stupor?"
he said.

The case was handed over to
the Jury shortly after Bishop's
Needles' closing argument ad- rebuttal, and the quick return of
dressed the description of the at- a verdict came as no surprise to
tacker, but seemed to focus on Mayberry.
"It's about what we were
discrediting the victim. Over
four times, Needles tried to plant guessing it would be," he said.
seeds of doubt in the minds of "They were very convinced by
jurors, by saying "the crime - if [the victim]," he said.
Needles and defense coit happened."
Needles also questioned the counsel William Stephenson of
victim's perception of time, and the Wood County Public Defensaid all of her perceptions were der's office agreed to represent
altered by her alcohol consump- Pearson should he appeal yesterday's verdict.
tion.
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Arlie Dorsch-President
Mandi Ahrens
Kitty Kimber
Jen Hover-Vice President
Suzy Ashworth
Andrea Kuncsh
Jana Covert-Secretary
Sara Carver-Treasurer
Tara Breedlove
Shannon Niches
Brooke Charchol
Wendy Peck
Gayle Trueblood-Social
Jocllc DiPadova-Community Service
Melissa Gibson
Michelle Smith
Angela Gonzalez
Jaime Spisak
Whitney Cline-NMPC
Tiffany Johnson
Tammi Teniente
Sarah Ritchie-NMPC
Make New Friends But Keep the Old... CHI OMEGAS are all silver and gold!
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Advanced Microsoft word (IBM). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word is recommended.
Wednesday, November 6th from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. In 128 Hayes Hall
Thursday, November 7th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. In 207 Olscamp
Intro to Microsoft Excel for Windows (IBM). This seminar provides a basic Introduction to the uses
of Excel worksheets, including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the
Windows Operating System Is recommended.
Monday, November 4th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Tuesday, November 5th from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp Hall.
Intro fo Microsoft Excel (Mac). This seminar provides a basic introduction to the uses of Excel
worksheets, including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the Macintosh
Operating System is recommended.
Monday. November 4th from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Friday. November 8th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Advanced Microsoft Excel (IBM). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, Including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Microsoft
Excel is recommended.
Wednesday. November 13th from 11.00 a.m. -1.00 p.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Monday, November 18th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. in 207 Olscamp Hall
Advanced Microsoft Excel (MAC). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, Including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Microsoft
Breeds recommended.
Friday. November 15th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Monday. November 18th from 11:00 a.m. -1 00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
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FALL 19% NEW MEMBERS

Teams of four needed
Sign up your team by Friday, Oct. 11
in the UAO office, 330 Unionii
$5 registration fee
*Bursarable*
For more info, call 2-7164
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BG soccer team handles Michigan State, 3-0
More tough competition on the way for Falcons
Jim Tocco
The BC News
Through windy and wet conditions, the Falcons found a bright
spot on the field Wednesday
afternoon. Amid weather in the
mid-40s, ISO fans watched as BG
stomped Big Ten opponent Michigan State by a score of 3-0.
From the kickoff to the final
horn, BG dominated the game.
The Falcons launched 21 shots to
MSU's 12, while keeping Spartan
goalkeeper Reid Friedrichs busy
with eight shots on goal. The win
improves BG's record to 7-3-1 on
the season.
"Michigan State was ranked
ahead of us in the region, so this
was a must-win for BG soccer,"
said goalie Scott Vallow, who
posted his fourth shutout of the
year.
"Plus, it was a big motivational
lift for us," he continued. "It
seems like we've always got
Michigan State's number. Today
I think that showed."
Early in the match, both teams
slipped and slid around the field,
until 16:27, when Jay Began
skidded one past Friedrichs to
take a lead that MSU would not
challenge. Assists on the goal

Tk«BCNcw«*MteJ.kn...

The team stands In Its traditional lineup for the National Anthem.
Later on, senior Jaime Harmon
came from Peter Kolp and Mark
just missed on two breakaways.
Michalak.
Joe Burch also had two shots just
The Falcons extended that lead miss.
on a Dave Kindl goal, fed to him
by Steve Klein, and his brother,
Dan Kindl. The goal was the
MEN'S
fourth for Dave this season.
SOCCER
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"We've been talking all year
about playing two great halves
together," coach Mel Mahler
said. "We started out slow in the
first five to seven minutes, but
after the seven minute mark it
just became our game."

BG put together a strong performance just before they travel
to Bloomington to face powerhouse Indiana University Sunday
afternoon. Mahler said that the
staff was "tickled" by the win,
and he had a few words about the
great performance.

Tk. BG N(»i/K«k J.h.M.

Early in the second half, Tim
Ashton found the back of the net
to seal a 3-0 victory.

Steve Klein, starting at midfielder today, vies for posseslon against the Spartans'
Damon Reusing. Klein added another assist to his season total of 39.

"I told the guys, 'Whatever it
is, let's bottle It, put it on the
shelf, take it back out, and take a
swallow on Sunday.' And get
after it again and play the same
"When I came in as a fresh- way."
man, the older players helped me
The upcoming game against
adjust, and I've tried to do that
Indiana is big one. Indiana is
with the others," Weaver said.
ranked 10th nationally, and holds
a 12-2-1 edge in the all-time seMen's golf
ries against BG. Bowling Green
October 14-15, the men's golf ,came away with a victory last
team will go to Memphis, Tenn., •year, however a 2-1 victory in
to play in the 36-hole Kroger Cochrane Field.
"I've never lost to the HooIntercollegiate at the Colonial
siers," Vallow said, "and hopefulCountry Club.
ly it's going to stay that way."
Coach Todd Brunsink anticiThe Falcons' fourth consecupates the terrain in Memphis to
be a problem. The turf is Ber- tive win extended their home unmuda Grass, a southern type that beaten streak to eight games,
the team sees only once or twice with a 7-0-1 record over that
a year. He also noted that the period. BG will return to home
grass will not be the only obsta- action next Sunday, Oct. 23, to
face Ohio State.
cle.

Women finish respectably at Huskie Classic
Vines Guerrlerl
The BC News
As the women's golf season
winds down, the team returned
from the Northern Illinois Huskie Classic with a fifth place finish in a field of 13 teams.
Coach Todd Brunslnk has
mixed emotions about the tournament The team shot 334 the
first day, and 348 the second,
which had worse weather conditions.
"J was really pleased with the
way our team played the first
day," Brunslnk said.
Brunslnk was especially
pleased with junior Amy Miller,
who shot 161 - 80-81, and finished in a tie for sixth place.

Brunsink called It "one of her
best rounds away from home."
Miller, however, was not
pleased, noting the double bogey
she had on the second day.
"Overall, I played well, considering the course was tough,"
Miller said. "But we all played
under the same conditions."
The golf team finishes up the
season on Oct. 19-20 at the University of Cincinnati Lady Bearcat Invitational.
"It's a good event to finish the
season with," Brunsink said. "It's
one more opportunity to improve
the team."
Miller, however, has another
goal In mind.
"Our goal is to go in and win,"
she said. "I think we're all going

NOTEBOOK
Vince Guierreri
BGNews
Sports Writer

I

out there with that in mind."
Senior leadership

Throughout the season, the
women's golf team has come to
look to senior Shawna Weaver for
leadership.

Coach Todd Brunsink said that
her on-the-fleld efforts are exceeded by her example for other
players.
"I think Shawna's getting comfortable with being captain,"
Brunsink said. "I think her
leadership is starting to blossom.
The underclassmen look to her to
lead on and off the field."
Weaver's play has struggled
through the fall. At the Lady Falcon Invitational, she shot an 86
the first day, taking six penalty
strokes. At last week's Northern
Illinois Huskie Classic, Weaver
tied for 44th place with 178 c 91-87, playing with a damaged
tendon in her hand.
Weaver relishes the chance to
be a leader.
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Falcon Football Saturday vs. Kent @ 1:00
Falcon Volleyball Friday @ 7:00; Sat. @ 4:00
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IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!
%^^/^#^%l^^
Monthly Fee Scale
Receive an average of
$140.00 in CASH

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure
is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college
elective that builds
your self-confidence,
develops your leader-

ship potential and helps
you take on the challenge of command.
There's no obligation
until your junior year,
so there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 151, Memorial Hall or call
372-2476

SERA - TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.
TOLEDO, OHIO 43624

255-6772
Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Program
For Fraternities & Sororities!

per month!

i
I

Donate twice a
receive $15.00
first donation
on your second

P

veeK and
on your
and $20.00
donation.

Make Your Donation Today!
■

■
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SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY
Donating plasma is
completely sterile and
safe.

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION
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Controversy
surrounds
Jeter homer
Tom Withers
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Twelveyear-old Jeff Maier skipped
a half-day of school to attend the first game of the
American League championship series between the
New York Yankees and Baltimore Orioles.
Little did he know he
would make the game's
biggest play.
Maier, from Old Tappan,
NJ., reached down over the
right-field wall and took
away from the Orioles'
Tony Tarasco what would
have been a routine fly out
by Derek Jeter in the eighth
inning of Wednesday
night's game.
Tarasco was parked
under the fly and reached
up to make the catch, when
Maier's black glove swept
the ball over the fence.
Right-field umpire Rich
Garcia, standing on the
warning track, ruled the
ball was a home run, giving
the Yankees a 4-4 tie.
"I was just trying to catch
the ball," Maier said. "It
bounced right out of my
glove and bounced on the
floor. I feel bad for the Baltimore fans, but as a Yankee fan, if I helped the
team, I feel pretty good."
Maier didn't get his souvenir, which was snatched
up by another fan.
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Yanks beat Orioles in extras
Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK - There was no
way anybody could interfere
with this home run.
Bernie Williams homered deep
into the left field seats in the 11th
inning to give New York a 5-4
victory over Baltimore in the
opener of the American League
championship series Wednesday.
Along the way, the Yankees got
a lot of help from a little fan: A
12-year-old boy created a gametying homer by Derek Jeter in
the eighth when he reached out
and grabbed a fly ball that was
about to be caught by right fielder Tony Tarasco.
Williams won it with his fourth
homer of the postseason, connecting on a 1-1 pitch from
Randy Myers, who entered the
game with two outs in the ninth.
But young Jeff Maier made
just as big a play from the stands
as he interfered with a catch and
wound up sending the game into
extra innings.
Baltimore, backed by homers
from Brady Anderson and Rafael
Palmeiro, led 4-3 in the eighth
when Jeter hit a one-out fly ball
to deep right. Tarasco settled
under it with his back against the

9-foot wall.

the favorites for the AL Cy
But Maier stuck his black Mi Young Award.
zuno fielder's glove above TarasPalmeiro then led off the
co's - below the top of the fence fourth with his second homer of
- and pulled the ball away.
the postseason.
Pettitte, who started the
Right field umpire Rich Garcia opener because lefties have been
ruled it a home run, and Orioles more effective against the
manager Davey Johnson was Orioles, allowed 23 homers in 34
ejected by Garcia during the en- regular-season starts but just one
suing argument. Garcia, after was to a left-hander the Rangers'
watching the television replay, Rusty Greer on April 14 Both
admitted his mistake.
Anderson and Palmeiro hit lefthanded.
The teams meet again ThursIt was the first postseason day
day.
game at Yankee Stadium in 15
Roberto IWXTMT, still the focus years, and the famous sun field in
of attention iliter the spitting in- left led to the game's first run.
cident with umpire John Hirsch- Tim Raines reached with a
beck on the last weekend of the double when Orioles left fielder
regular season, was booed long BJ. Surhoff couldn't see his leaand loud each time he went to the doff fly ball, then came around
plate. He extended his slump to on groundouts by Wade Boggs
7-for-36 by going l-for-6 and Williams.
Wednesday, striking out three
times.
Baltimore came right back in
The AU-Star second baseman the second on Eddie Murray's
made the final out of four in- RBI groundout. New York went
nings, but did manage a great de- back on top in the bottom half on
fensive play when he threw out Jim Leyritz's run-scoring grounCecil Fielder In the sixth while der.
falling from his right knee.
Anderson's leadoff homer in
After the homers, Surhoff inthe third - his third of the post- creased the lead to 4-2 with a
season - tied the score 2-2. It was sixth-inning sacrifice fly that foljust his third hit in 17 career at- lowed Palmeiro's walk, Cal Ripbats against Andy Pettitte. one of ken's single and Murray's walk.

Tony Tarasco goes for a Derek Jeter flyball. 12-year old fan Jeff
Maier would turn this ball Into a homerun.

Surprises in store at
Midnight Madness

"I think I had a right to
catch it because I thought it
was going to go out," said
Maier, who was attending
his fifth game at Yankee
Stadium.
I

great
scores...

AiMClMcdPrcll

Scott Brown
The BC News
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The Luvabulls, who will be performing at BG's Midnight Madness.

The Chicago Bulls cheerleaders will highlight a long list
of attractions Monday as the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team will hold its annual Midnight Madness extravaganza to
kick off the 1996 season.

Prizes, including a bike, a
scholarship and cash, will be
available to all those in attendance. Activities begin at 10
p.m. at Anderson Arena inside
Memorial Hall.
The Falcon basketball team
Bettis doing his best Franco Har- will conduct a scrimmage culLarranaga and the Falcon team
ris imitation - are second in minating the festivities, which
signal the official start of the col- became acquainted with the Lurushing and No. 6 overall.
Best of all for the Steelers, Bet- lege basketball practice season vabulls last Christmas when both
were in Holland for a tournament
tis has been everything he sup- Tuesday.
there. BG was the only Engposedly wasn't in St. Louis: a
"There will be a lot of sur- lish-speaking team in the
friendly yet forceful influence in
their locker room and a do-as-as- prises," Falcon head coach Jim European tournament, so the two
Larranaga said.
naturally came together, accordI-do leader on the field.
Larranaga and the team mem- ing to Larranaga.
The Steelers (4-1) have won
The two groups spent a considfour in a row as, not coincident.! bers will be on hand to sign autolly, the Rams-rejected Bettis has graphs during the activities. The erable amount of time together
had four consecutive 100-yard Falcons return all five starters over the course of the week that
games. The only longer Steelers' from last year's 14-13 team, and the Falcons spent there. They
streak in the last 20 years was whispers are already being ut- also had Christmas dinner
Barry Foster's once-ln-a-career tered about a possible run at the together.
MAC title and an NCAA bid.
nine-game run in 1992.
Larranaga had suggested to the
Bad influence? The Steelers
Some of the festivities planned Luvabulls at the time that they
say the Bettis they know cercome to Bowling Green to pertainly must have gotten a bad include:
rap.
■ Don DeBart from Cycle form, and the Midnight Madness
"When you look around at the Werks will be on hand to do some appearance was ironed out.
type of people we have in our bike stunts. The bike he will be
This is the third season that the
locker room, he was a natural riding will be given away to one Falcons have conducted a Midfit," coach BUI Cowher said. "We of those in attendance.
night Madness activity. Approx■ A Dash for Cash is planned, imately 2,000 fans turned out in
See BETTIS, page Seven. where the basketball court will 1994 compared to 2,500 last year,
be littered with cash and blind- and Larranaga is hoping for even
folded participants will crawl on more this season.
all-fours in search of the money
The BGSU cheerleaders and
with assistance from the crowd.
band will also be on hand for the
■ Three lucky participants will festivities. The event is free and
also have a chance at winning a open to the public.

Jerome Bettis redeems himself
<32^ <3E$>

Alan Robinson
Associated Press
• 1 COLLEGE

.EKINIHEUSA.

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focu*
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher acore.

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

Steamboat.
WORL0 CLASS SKIING.
THE ULTIMATE NIOMT LIFE

frhmmmiHi

199

i

754-8447

TONIGHT AT-TBOE

PITTSBURGH - All the way
over in his hometown of Detroit,
Jerome Bettis heard the discouraging words supposedly being
spread around the NFL last
spring by St. Louis.
Bad attitude. Poor Influence.
Too concerned with personal
gains and personal wealth. Not a
good fit.
Most of all, he couldn't believe
the St. Louis Rams were talking
about ...him?
"I guess they (the Rams) were
looking to get rid of me, so they
just made stuff up," said Bettis,
now the APC's No. 2 rusher for
the Pittsburgh Steelers. "I guess
to make them look good, they had
to make me look bad."
Right now, the Rams couldn't
look much worse after giving
Bettis away on draft day, trading
him to Pittsburgh for two draft
picks. While the Rams subsequently have the NFL's lowestrated offense, the Steelers - with

e v e n i
xcoccoo

scholarship, similar to what happened during Midnight Madness
at the University of Cincinnati a
year ago.
"Anybody who shows up has a
chance to participate in all of
these," Larranaga said.
The cheerleaders, known as
the Luvabulls, will perform three
different shows over the course
of the Midnight Madness festivities. The programs include a
Michael Jackson medley as the
dancers go through a parody of
the singer's career, a hip-hop
dance routine and another dance
routine to Gary Glitter's Rock
and Roll Part 2 - the "Hey" song.

with

The Bowl-N-Greenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PASTA!
feast on all you can eat pasta. 'Pius, your meal includes
soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

Only

**5.ao

flours: 4:30 - 7:00pm

DAILY SPECIAL

W.V.v.v.v.v.V.VV

Large Pizza
• Limited time offer
• Not valid with any
other ofter

The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
&Ribs

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
Limited time offer
Not valid with any
other offer
BG store only

?8.95

Cheese 6i One
Topping

o

SUNDAY SPECIAL
a LARGE PIZZAS Cheese & One

'Hours: 4:30-7:00 pm

■TwBaffWiyHWlQaQfU

"MealCard Accepted 4:30- 7:00 pm
■Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - l:30pm&4:30- 7:00pm

T

•8»5

HBTHURSDAY SPECIAL

your dinner includes tVBQChickfn & "Ribs, potato,
tossed salad, and garlic bread.

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

Cheese & 3 Toppings

t

Tickets on Sale No* at
Savage Hall Box Office.
All Selectix outlets, and Ticketmaster
Charge at (419) 474-1333 Of (419) 530-4231

• Limited time offer
• Not valid with any
other offer
• BG store only

Topping

io

'■'
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Ohio State may get
to play U. of Florida
Richard Rosenblatt
Associated Press
NEW YORK - No. 1 Florida
vs. No. 2 Ohio State In the Sugar Bowl?
It may be out of the question
for now, but that could change
under a complicated set of
circumstances that Involve
ABC Sports and the Rose
Bowl.
Although ABC and the Rose
Bowl said Wednesday there
have been no discussions
about such a game, there are
reasons to believe it could
happen.
A possible scenario
■ The Gators and Buckeyes
go undefeated.
■ The teams remain 1-2 in
the polls.
■ No other top team is unbeaten.
■ The Rose Bowl Is willing
to let the Big Ten champion
play in the Sugar Bowl.
During the past few days,
there has been talk about ABC
considering a Florida-Ohio
State contingency. The network will televise the Rose
Bowl on Jan. 1 and the Sugar
Bowl on Jan. 2.
"There's absolutely nothing
to that rumor," ABC spokesman Mark Mandel said
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Wednesday. "There have been
no discussions with ABC and
we're completely unaware of
anyone else having any discussions about that. That kind
of scenario Is what precipitated the new alliance."
Jack French, chief executive of the Tournament of
Roses Association, said it's too
early in the season to discuss
what-ifs.
"I remember the issue came
up when Ohio State was No. 2
last season," French said.
"That was just wishful thinking."
But this year is different.
The Rose Bowl has agreed to
become part of the alliance,
albeit in 1998.
"We have not discussed it
and we're going to have a
meeting next week with the
Big Ten and Pac-10," French
said. "Whether it will come up
or not, I don't know."
Before any changes would
be made, Florida (5-0) and
Ohio State (4-0) have to win a
few tough games ahead.
The Gators play No. 12 LSU
on Saturday, followed by
games against No. 18 Auburn,
Georgia, Vanderbilt, South
Carolina and No. 3 Florida
State. And then there's the
SEC title game on Dec. 7.

SPORTS BRIEFS
The BG Women's hockey team has taken a stride toward stepping
up the program that started just three years ago. This is the first year
that the club has had cuts, and the club Is now part of a the CCWHA
(Central Collegiate Women's Hockey Association). This league consists of:
■ BGSU
■ University of Illinois
■ Michigan State University
■ University of Wisconsin
■ Lake Forrest College
■ University of Michigan
■ Ohio State University
■ Western Michigan University
The season opener is Friday, October 11, as the women's team hosts
the University of Michigan. The game is scheduled with a starting
time of 11:30 p.m. The team will play the following home games:
Oct. 12 vs. University of Windsor 911:30 p.m.
Oct. 18 vs. Ohio State 911:30 p.m.
Nov. 8 vs. Michigan State ®11:15 p.m.
Jan. 18 vs. Michigan State 911:30 p.m.
Jan. 24 vs. Lake Forrest College @11:30 p.m.
Jan. 25 vs. University of Illinois TBA (2 games)
Jan. 31 vs. University of Michigan 911:15 p.m.
Feb. 15 vs. Western Michigan 911.15 p.m.
All home games are played at the BGSU Ice arena.
The team also plays in the Friendship Tournament, an annual event
In Frasier, Mich

BETTIS

Swing!

Continued from page tight.

approach the game with a nononsense attitude, and that's the
way Jerome is. We have the type
of people who recognize when it's
time to work and when it's time
to play, and he fits in."
How Bettls fell out of favor
with the Rams so quickly remains one of the NFL's biggest
mysteries. He challenged Barry
Sanders for the NFL rushing title
as a rookie in 1993, finishing with
1,429 yards, then ran for 1,025
yards in 1994 and again made the
Pro Bowl. There, he watched
some of the AFC's best rushers
run wild In the Steelers' offense.
"You saw guys running all over
the place and you think, 'Man,
what could I do in that offense?'"
Ben is said.
Now he knows. With 524 yards
In only five games, Bettls is
nearly halfway to 1,200 yards,
the magic number that triggers a
contract clause and makes him
an unrestricted free agent.
But, for now, he thinks not of
the payday that Might await, but
rather making tlas Rams pay for
their mistake. Dont think he
hasn't noticed that the Steelers
play St. Louis on Nov. 3.
"You always enjoy the chance
to play against the old guys you
played for," he said.
Publicly, he says little negative
about his former team. Privately,
he remains angry that coach Rich
Brooks and vice president of
football operations Steve Ortmayer cast him adrift after only
one poor season filled with injuries and miscommunication.

IV BG NewiJKatIt Mim

Jason King of the Post Gamers goes to bat In an Intramural sof tball playoff game earlier this week. The Intramural sof tball playoffs conclude tonight with the championship game at the Intramural fields at 7 p.m.

ICE COLD BEER

Stoinp
A Rare Music Act
Stranahan Theater
October 19
4- p.m. - ft p.m.

Siqn-up Oct. 7-16
in the UAO office
330 Union

tf»
$11.99 30
Busch Light

ntfociUtdc info line '■■ 2-7164

S22 w/out transportation
S24 w/transportation

The Obsidian is coming, The Obsidian is coming...

MGD 18pk
$8.99

352-7767
425 E. Wooster
£ Lawson's Chip Dip
/
Voted #1

I 30^<off

16 oz.
>//////«///«/«///

PHRTV H>
WITH FM104
ot Compus
Quarters
Thursday
Night
Their 2nd
stop of the
Rocktober
Tour

SAFE SEX
REALLY PAYS!

You could win $10,000 in the Second Annual
"Lifestyles Condoms and Safer Sex" Video Contest!
If s ba-ack! Here's your second chance lo enter the contest that proves safe sex pays off in more ways than one

_

First 104 People In the
* door get free T-shirts

G/i^e*
'%

°Ks

*

*

.

********
*j*»

Here's the deal: Shoot a 20-second video on how you'd sell condoms and safer sex today. You can be serious, off-the-wall,
or fall-down funny. Just knock our socks off—and you could win the LifeStyles grand prize of $10,000.
To enter our contest for FRFE, just check out the LifeStyles Web site at http://www.lifesryles.com
or. for $5.95, you can enter by calling 1-800-213-4560. Then ifs lights...camera...actk>n!

eft*
LifeStyles

It's fast, it's free, and it's
all the news you need!!!!

LifeStyles

LifeStyles

CONDOMS
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The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

F.lcon Volleyball Ih.*
Weekend
Friday night U 7
Saturday mgM « 4
Coma* Join tha Fun!
LAGA The lesbian and Gay Alkanot wants
youl Coma on out and join u« tonight A avary
Thursday night at 8:30pm «i lha OH Campua
Sudani Center Everyone is «i vilad.
Midnight

aponaoradby
Enterprise Rent-A-Csr teetunng
rh* Chicago BuHe
Chetrliadire the 'LuvabWa'
Starting al 10:00 Mon rvght

Pregnanl?
Fraa pregnancy lasts. Confidential and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center

0»RT LEAGUE SIQnUIP
MONDAY OCTOBER 14 • «:J0 PM
DOWNTOWN SPORTS I AH

PERSONALS

FREE DINNER
At St Thomaa More Unrverety Pariah
on Thursday. Oct 10, alter 5:15 Mates
m the Rat. Ed Room Dinner at 5 45
JOMUt

•"AOII"T.l SUSAN'"AOII'"
I look forward to the fun we will hava and the
memories we will make. Look out AOII. wo will
ba the beat Big/Little pair.
Alpha Love and Mine,
BigDeana
•••AOH"Tl SUSAN—AOII—
■Al Greek Tailgate Party
Saturday. Oct 12th
11 ■00am- 1.00pm
At tha Intramural Fields
Fraa Food and Funl

FREE nail

CAMPUS EVENTS

B*e giveaway from
Cycle Werktsnd
scholarship shootout I
cosponsored b, Batch In* « Cycle W*r«s

•Al GraakTallgala PartySaturday. October 12th
11 OOem 1 00pm
Al tha Intramural Fieldi
Fraa Food and Funl

Mien Man March
On* Year Anniirersary Symposium
Wad. Oct. 18 Bookstore Forum

Baginsllam

Alcohol'a Impact
Have you ever wondered
how aomaona'i alcohol
uaa might hava xnoacted your
Itemtheareaaol
'setting limits
•setf-estsem
Vela ton snip*
'assert! vsneea
Can Shesa al Tha Cantor tor
Walnaai and Prevonson at
1724365

Parectpete or Just Ustan
Call 3S4-1115 Scott Sheperd tor quea.
MODEL U.N.CAUOUT
THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1997 BGSU MODEL UNfTED NATIONS TEAM. THE DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT.
18. STOP BY WILLIAMS HALL RM 111 OR
hnp7rwww.bgsu.edu/cpeet/NMUN HTM
FOR AN APPLICATION AND MORE INFOR
MATCH

Group aril mail on Mondays
Beginning Oct. 2itt 10 30-1? 00

■lack Sludant Union Elaollona
Tha Black Studanl Union will be holding elecDona for tha following offices Praaldant. Vioa
Praaidant, Treasurer. Sacracary and Einarnal
Affaire It you are inlaraatad in running tor any
one of t>e office* contact the Office of Mutticul
tural Attain by October 14*1 A Meet tha Can
didaiei Open Forum will ba held on Wednesday, October 15th from 7:00pm until 9:0Opm m
the Business Administration Building, Room
114. Voting .« lake piece on both October
lain and 17th at tha Education Building
from 11:00am until 1:00pm. Direct any ques
Dona regarding tha elections to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. 424 Saddktmira Student
Services Building. 372-2642

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Come learn how to market your international
expenence at a session sponsored by tha Career Services Office and the Study Abroad O*
fice. learn how to wma your resume now thai
you hava studied abroad and see what add)Donal opportunlbes are available to you. This
session begins at 3:30pm on Monday. October
14.n the Sam Room m the Union.

-Alpha (Jam-Phi Skje-Alpha OamHeyPhlSiga.
Thanks tor lha amoochaa. we'll sea you
around tha comerl
Love, Tha Alpha Game
■Alpha Gam-Phi Slge- Alpha Gam-

Alcohols Impact
Hava you aver wondered
how someone's alcohol
uaa might have impacted your
It* in the areas ol:
"sarong limrtsG'self-esleem
■relation ship*
'aeaefliveneee
Call Sheila at Tha Canter for
Wellneu 6 Prevention at

372 9355
Group wHI mast on Monday beginning
Oct 21st 10:30am-12:00

AUtVWII'AUII
Little KnstrneAre you Feeling Mighty Crazy'
Get excited for miDaion on Su'xlay
Big Kate
AOII'AOII'AOII
ARE YOU TRYING TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVENT? If your organization holds any
type of event on campus, you should attend tie
Programming Workshop on Wednesday. October 16 at 7:00pm in the Alumni Room of the
Union. Student AcOvioea stall will be on hand
to clarify space scheduling procedures, give
you tips on planning programs ale For more information contact the Student life Office at
3722843

WKJU H.1FUDJ Training
begins October 10 al OOOpm
in 105 South Hall

CITY EVENTS
Homecoming Football Game
vs. Kent
Sat. 1:00 KIckoK

Pi Phi LI Lisa Pi Phi
The hunt ia hare
ao don't ehed a tear!
Ba at the house tonight
maybe your guess ia nght.
I'm eo excited YourBig
ia...mal
Low. Big 77

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grama 1
scholarship* available tram eponeoralll No
prspaymeots, Svatlll IIICssIl tor colleg«ttl For Info: 1 -600-243-2415.
Attention organizations looking to raise funds.
Pktsse contact Stave at Knickerbocker Services tor more information Call 352-5822

LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
STOMP
A musical group which uses brooms and
traah cans to make music
Sal. October 19 48pm
Strsnahan Theatrs
Sign-up Ocl. 7-16
in tha UAO office. 330 Union
$22 without transportation
$24 with transportation
for more into call 2-7164
sponsored by UAO

HE WARD tor return of lost videotape
Personal value Lost in/around Education
Building Leave message 372-7330.

SERVICES OFFERED
Dieter* Dreemll
Lose weight night A day tha nutioonal way.
Cell Jenm at 303-66! 0162

Do you m toe your grandparents?
If you do than Adopt a Grandparent ia the place
for you. Please come to our first mealing Mon.
Oct 14th 2nd Fl. Lounge in Prout Hall at 7pm
or call Mchalle al 352-3538 to find out more.

SKYDIVF NOW - End ol season special
through October First lump course $100.00.
VSA.MC accepted Only 10 minutes from
BGSU For more into call SKYDIVE BG
352-5200.

M4M

BreadsDcks' Pizza'
Sub* ' Nachos • Paata •
Soup*' Salad*
FREE DELIVERY 11AU-1 AM
440 E. COURT ST.
Cash n* Carry Special
1 dozroaaa $15.06
The Flower Basket 165 S Main
Downtown (Next to Kaufman's)

Lil Kerry don't you worry.
You find out who I am tonight at 9:30pm
Sea you at tha house, can 1 wait I
Pi Phi Love
Your Big

1141
South
Main
354-2526

V.*'

Original or Sourdough

New at Churchill's
Celeman Natural Beef!
to

y

Chuck Eye Roast
pound

r-

o
m
P
z
<
O

Chuck Eye Steaks
pound

^2"
$349

80% Lean Ground
Beef
p°und
■ IggiltfaMlJtfeli?^^}

Assorted Varieties

Regular or Dirt

89* ^ofa

MM

Mueller's
Pasta 990

I"«' IIS I -

_

*£

89

gallon

Raiiin Bran,

Alphabets,

Waffle Crisp

Armour
Meatballs

s/sS3

Assorted Varieties
27.5-28oi.wt.

Ragu
Spaghetti Sauce

89*

Shredded
Wheat

Angel Campbell's
Soft Tomato
Juice

Bath
Tissue

Regular or W/Bleach

13.75- 20 oz. wt.

%

Powder or Liquid
87 - 100 oi.

tChCCI*
- . . .

Fudge Family Siit, Thick A Fudgy
Double Chocolate or Thick A Fudgy
Cheesecake Swirl

15.5 - 21.5 oi. wt.

Pillsbury Brownie
<><)*<

Mix

*?°r Laundry
^"_f Detergent

EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pt.Ome
positions Transportation required. Competitive
wagat. 41»633-456/ or 410-633-2345. leave
menage.
FTrPT flexible schedule Easy work, no expenence. Earn $300-9600 wkly at home guaranaed. Call 7 day* (407| 6/5-2022 tat
0561H40.
Fiat fans/ Part oma Cook needed Vnmed. Mutt
be able to work Tuesdays and Thurdays shift
Apply in parson ©Mclnryrs's Rest. 110 W.
PooRd (BehindRatys)
Htrtng a second thifl sanitation and dean up
person st s local freeh produce company. StartIng pay 5.50. Call Greenline Produce st
354-11*0 AsktorRysn
Looking tor a career and not |ust a R*? Providing care and training lo adults with mental retardatiorvdevelopmental disabilities la a rewarding and challenging career opportumry
Several part ome and sub positions now available staring at S7.55 per hour. Pan time portion* after 00 days wHI receive 19 05
t t14.77/hr baaed upon experience. Sck leave
and vacation benefits tor pert time employees
Expenence not required. Part ttme potition*
available in Bowing Green. Portage and W*l
bndge. Application may be obtained from the
Wood County Board of MR/DD. Entrance B,
11160E.Gyp*yLan*Road,BG.600am 430
pmEOS.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Pot Dons are now available at
National Parks. Forests 6
Wildlile Preserves
Excellent benefits & bonuses!
Call: 1 -206-071-3620 ext. NSS447.

LilErika,
Can you wait to aaa
Who your tig wsl be
Don't ys just hate
Tha oh so long wait
Your big loves you
See you Thursday at 030
PI Phi luv, Your Big 7
Lil Kan.
A couple more days and then youl aaa just
how special you am D me. Gat psyched tor a
wild A cra2y day. So much eicitement and eurprise is coming your way.
ILovaYouLittlal
??Pi Phi Lovo, Your B«J??
MEN OF BO CALENDERS
Chech out the Men of BG Calenders
outside ol the Alpha Omicron Pi houss
11am. 4pm (5 00 Bursarabks
PI Beta Phi
Lil'Leah '
Youll mast ma tonight, oh little of mine in tha Pi
Phi house st hall-past nine' I hope you're surprised Whan you aaa that it is me. "Caus* I
know you're the best litda tftere can bail
PI Phi Love. Your Big
P. Beta Phi • Ul Amy • Pi Beta PN
Tha Oma ia finally ham.
So gat up and cheer.
Tonight you wiH find out.
What being a tins a all about.
This due ia the last.
I have a mysterious past.
Ba at tha nous* nine and half past.
Love. Big??
Pi Beta Phi' Lil Amy' PI Beta Phi

Pi Phi' Little Sleohanie * PI Phi
Links Stephanie,
Soon you will see.
What a greet big/iito* per wall be.
And all the joy you bring to me.
You are sooo greet,
Sodom be late!
At the houss tomght.
ftl be outasighili
Love, Big???
PI Beta Phi' Pi Beta Phi
Pi Phi • lil' Stacey • PI PN
What an awesome IK' it's easy to see, how glad
I am that you wiH be pan of my family tree. I
hope you am surprised when you tee that its
me. 'cause I know you ant the best II' there
could ever be. See you tonite at the house
Love. Big??
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
The sisters of Sigms Kappa would like to con.
gratulale Ranks Ingram on her recent pearfcng
to Scott Donnely Cong ratu la sons. Name n
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
"ThiKmdey night at Breawsttr'e
Lad lea Night
Come and enjoy drink special*
Why Seme For the Lesser of Two Evils?
Laern about tha Green Party aa an alternative political party. Thursday, October 10 at
7pm.
■ UCF
(Comer of Thurstin and Ridge)

Now hiring servers • weekends only apply in
parson. Kautfman's at the Lodge 1626 E.
Woo.nr.
Part-time secret shoppers needed for local
stores $10 25 plus hr. plus FREE products
caHnow313027-0663
PT/FT $10.25 plus hr. Answer phones local
area. Flexible hours No experience necestary. Cat now 313-456-6206.
SEASONAL
ORDERENTRY
$5 SO -$6.00..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-ome
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Earn $5.50,
$6.00. $7.00 an hour or morel Positions are
open on day and evening shift* during tie
week and on weekends Must have basic computer and typing skiUi Flexible schedules,
cash performance incentive*, generous employee discount, professional supervision. Ap
ply in person at our corporal* offices Mon Fn
from 0:00 ajn. • / 00 p m . and Sat 10 00a m
3 00 pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd .
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE
Sub lor paper roust. Need dependable car.
About 3 hours. $21 plus $4 gas. afternoons
Call Kay 352-4636.
Telephone interviewing. Part-Dme. No telling,
relaxed atnoephere. In Psrrysburg, mostly
•vet A weekends 874-5642.

FOR SALE

Pi Beta Phi- Kelly - Pi Beta Phi
-Dancm' A Prandn". A sue Pommereoe.
too bad you dont know who your big is yell
I'm just so siatsd to itsvt thu hunt, ao 11 give
you a due A make it quite blunt! I'm someone
you've known from the sovt and horn that ems
on you've slblsn your big's heart.
PI SETA PHI ■ LITTLE KARA
Rose are red
My eye* are blue.
That was your next to last ctus
Here's the last - My har is Monde.
Nothing will beet our Big/liltle bond.
We're going to have fun out tonite
We ll be partying hard till
the break of daylight
Hove you. LitHel
Pi Phi Love and Mine.
Big??
PI BETA PHI-PI SETA PHI
Pi Beta Phi • Lil Julie • Pi Ban Phi
Coma find your Big
ana wail do a lil Jig
One last due.
my eyas are blue.
See you at a ft all past nine
Love. Big??
Pi Pnr Lil Julie -Pt Phi

WANTED
t female subleeser needed for Spring *07 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bath
t207.50imo » gas A else Betsy 354 8127
Subtoassr needed for nice one bedroom
Apt. located nght downtown. Unfumrthed

Cal Cindy© 152 8256

HELP WANTED
•-FREE TRIPS A CASHf"
Find out how hundred! of ttudeni represents
ovet are already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH wltiAmerlc*'* it Spring
Break company1 Sal only 15 trips and travel
freel Cancun, Bahamas, kAWarjan. Jamaica, or
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (600) BS-BREAKI
Accepting applications at a full serve gas
station Apply in parson at Barney's 1000 S.
Main
Attention organizations looking lo raise funds
Please contaa Steve at Knickerbocker Serwees lor more information. Can 352-5622.

Pi Beta Phi-Lil Kane B.
A smile stretched across my lace horn side to
side, when I found out you warned ME by your
side Tonight tha waiting will come to anend
whan you find not only a BIG, but also s frund.
Pi Beta Phi' Lil Troa' Pi Beta Phi
Meat ma at a half past nine.
At trie house ol wine.
Any my hair it Ina I
Love. Big?
Pi Pf» • Ul Tricia- PI Phi

Babyainer needed. Aftsmoon. Evening immsdiasMy. Call Michelle 3520664
Cashiers Barneys Convience Mart 1001 N.
Main St. Accepting Applications Benefits A
Shift Differannal. Apply in parson.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS'! INOtVIDU
ALS and GROUPS wanted to promote
SPRING BREAKII Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at i 800 327-6013 or
hnpyAsww icpl com

91 Red Mustang LX. 62K. Exc cond.. loaded.
AMrFM Cassette. EO. automatic. ArC. hatchback. $6300 OBO Cat 410440-2278 Even

221
OS SPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER MOLIN
TAIN BIKE
$275 EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 5:00PM M-F. 354-0317
BEERREFRIOGERATOR
with al equipment - $150
6866651
DODGE Shadow TURBO 87. power steer.
moon roof, alloys. 2 door, no rust $1600 Call
352 5595
L tt't Parly Ban Sale
Very kg. collection of beer lights A
mirrors Take Rt 25 S to St Rt. 281.
turn left on 281 to St Rt too. Turn Rt to
W M-lgrove.Cf Mobile Home in woods
behind only gat nation in town. 25 mint.
from BG Oct 9. 10. 11. 12 9am tl dark
Rain or shine.

Mountain Bike for Sale
Cannondare: Killer V 500. Excellent condition.
Front Suspension with extras. For $625 or bait
offer. Call 354-5071. Ask for Dana
Our compoany will be hiring motivated BGSU
students who are looking to build an extensive
resume, earn an mtsrship and gain valuable
expenence m Marketing, Management, Sales
•nd General Bustnsee. Earn $6,000 T $0O00naxt summer working in the following
areas- Meumee, Perryaburg. Sytvanta and
Toledo. PotiDona am filed on a first come first
serve basis For mom Information call OTP at
1-600-356-5067.
Rottweiler puppies Bred for massive tut.
Available now Full bloodea $250
Cell 1-410-436-0542

Howard Jewelers
is where it's at!
Located in the Woodland Mall

VW Gdl 1986 2dr , Sepd , low m»e*. very reliable, dieap D operate $1999 41»866-5288.
coaect.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bdrm. apartments
Available Now.
Newlove Rentals' 352-5620
1 bdrm. apt. tor rent. Single or grad students
Steet perking available Call Marion at New
man's Marathon 353-1311

12 pack, 12 oi. cans

or Spoon

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE MEN'S BOWL
tNG - OCT. 15: M f W CROSS COUNTRY I OCT 16 ALL ENTRCS DUE IN 130 FCLD
HOUSE BY 4 00PMON OUE DATE.

Pi Plf Lil' Tare *Pi Phi
Go ahead' Keep guessing i
Then guess and guess some more.
Tonight's the night the guessing will end
Whan you open up the door I
ILOVEYOULl'TARAI
Love, Big??

Regular or Italian
20 oz. wt.

pon Expires 11-3-96 1

Reiter
$919
Cola Orange
^^ Products Juice
White
Post or Classic
4 count
Nabisco
Cereals
Size
^^

Hockey elans this Weekend
Frl night vs. Toronto 7.-00
Sat. nloht vs. Ohio Stats 7.-00

Selected CuU 12 - 16 oz. wt

I Rentier: Coteman Natural Meats. Inc. win retmourse authortzed retaNert lor the coupon value plus 6c hen-1
dNng if mil has been sutvnmed to you m compliance with Coleman Natural Mears coupon redemption
| policy Any other use contltutes fraud Upon request retailers must show invoices » prove sufficient
inventory of this product to cover coupons tuommed Votd vrners prohioiied. taxed lo restrtcted by law
(Cash value t/20 of 1 cent. For redemption, mall coupons to Coleman Natural Meats, Inc.. CR Dept. 5140 I
Raca Court. Denver. CO 80216
| OFFER LIMITED TO ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. THIS COUPON IS NOT SUBJECT TO DOUBLE I
COUPONING AiWMA^NOJ_BE^PRCOUr^0 OR PHOTOCOPIED _ __ _ _ ._ _

Regular or Diet

GOVT FORECLOSED homes t-om penrae*
on fl. Delinquent Ian. REOs. Your area. To>
Free (i | 800 89»-9r/8 En H 2076 tor currant
listigs.

PI Phi •Little Karen "Pi Phi
Tonights the night, Irs rinaty here.
You think you've got me figured.
you're not even near.
You make me laugh, you make me smile
Your final due it that I've crossed
the Nile See you at 9:!5al the house!
I love my line. Love Big?

Products

Good only at Churchill's: SAVE $1.00 on any
Coleman Natural Meat Product

Assorted Varieties

2 liler bottle

Pi Beta Phi • Li Ken • Pi Beta Phi
Some have been tea and some have been
true. But I promise tni* sme.. I'm trulhful to you!
Tonight It the night when you find out what being a lm* is all about Youll run through the
houss until you find that us. BicyL.l are one of a
kindl Hava you guess who I am? Better think
again and I'l see you around ten I
Pi Beta Phi • Lil Kerf PI Baa Phi
PiPrnLJI'Chn.tePIPrli
Angels and Arrows, wine and liner blue.
Which due* are lies and which ones
are true.
I hop* your* *«cn*d and anxious c see
exactly who your Big win be I
Be at the houae at 030 tonight
And youl toon find out If your guesses
arenghtl
PI PM Love. Big 77?

Give Prospective student* your
seal ol approval by becornino a
PREVEW DAY TOUR OuTOEIII
Coma to one of Via
informston/trsming meeting* on:
Monday, October 141 h at 5:00
er
Tuaeday, October 15lh at 5 00
in the Aeeembly Room
(2nd Floor (X UcFall Ceniar)
Questions? Call the
Tour Guide OfSos at 3 7? aeee

6 pack

0149
Thomas
* English Muffins

JUST PURE SIMPLE BEEF
1
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The B(i News
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For*'
Aaaortod Varieties

46 oz.

14.5 OZ. Wt.

Doritos

Tortilla

Chips

Pricee Effective Monday, October 7
thru Sunday, October 13, 1996.
Quantity Rights Reserved.
Not Responsible for Pictorial
or Typographical Errors.

Your Top-10
ranked

Falcons
shoot it out
for the first
time this
year.
Friday night @ 7:00
vs. Toronto
Sat. Night @ 7:00 the
Falcons will take a
shot at the "Puckeyes"
from Ohio State

t Grad Student subleeser needed, Spnng
1007 1 bedroom, dose lo campus Please cafl
352-3603.
2 bdrm house A alto t bdrm apt 354.6800
4 bdrm house near campus 1000/month plus
utilises No pets. Security deposit and good
retaronceaCal 352 8180

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

it

ANGUS
BEEF*

146 North Main

Bowling Green

